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Reduction of User Fee for C2C Transfers" Action in Humans Mobile Application is a joint action
of Maroqand LLC, address: Navnihol Str., 86, Mirzo-Ulugbek district, Tashkent city, Uzbekistan.
86, TIN 305465762 (UPAY) and Limited Liability Company "Humans", address: 2 B Makhtumkuli
Street, Tashkent, Republic of Uzbekistan, 100047, TIN 306624856 (Humans), within the frames
of Humans Loyalty Program.

1 Information about the Promotion
1.1 Words used in the text of these Rules with a capital letter are terms. The meaning of the
terms is given in the Public Offer of the UPAY Payment Service, located on the website
https://terms.upay.uz/oferta/, the Rules of the Humans Loyalty Program, the Rules of Use of the
"Showcase of Goods and Services Humans" service, located on the website www.humans.uz,
unless otherwise specified in these Rules.
1.2 Participants of the action means  individuals, who are users of the "Showcase of Goods and
Services Humans" service, have connected their bank card in the Humans mobile application,
and have performed the actions specified in Section 2 of the Rules.
1.3 Promotion territory is the Republic of Uzbekistan.
New Campaign period: from 26.01.2023 for indefinite period.
1.5 C2C transfer , for the purpose of these Campaign Rules, is a money transfer by a
Participant of the Campaign to another individual.

2.Description of the Promotion
2.1 Starting from January 26, 2023, a Participant of the Promotion gets an opportunity to make
S2C transfers without charging any client commission, provided the total sum of all S2C
transfers of the Participant of the Campaign during a calendar month does not exceed 5 000
000 (five million) UZS.
2.2.If the total sum of all C2C transfers of the Participant of the action during a calendar month
exceeds 5 000 000 (five million)UZS, the Participant of the action during the Period of the action
is entitled to reduce the user commission when making C2C transfers to the amounts stated in
the table below



С2С_направление Customer’s fee
From card Uzcard to card Uzcard 0,25%
From card Uzcard to card Humo 0,25%
From card Humo to card Humo 0,00%
From card Humo to card Uzcard 0,25%
From card Visa to card Uzcard 0,25%
From card  Visa to card Humo 0,25%

The commissions specified in the Table above are applied only to S2C transfers made by the
Participant after the Participant reaches the total amount of S2C transfers 5000 000 (five million)
UZS within one calendar month. 2.3.

2.3 Participants, who are current Customers of "Showcase of goods and services Humans"
service and for whom Humans service usage is not suspended or terminated, can take part in
the promo action.
2.4 The conditions of the "Refilling  Bonus" promotion change for the period of the promotion,
namely, the maximum limit of the bonus amount per calendar month for uploading the Humans’
Personal account is 10 000 (ten thousand) soums. The maximum sum of refilling the Human’s
Personal account, which is subject to a bonus for refilling during a calendar month, is 2 000 000
(2 million) UZS.
2.5 During the period of the Promotion the Cashback for C2C transfers is not counted.
2.6 The number of C2C transfers of one Participant is unlimited.

3.Final Statements

3.1.These Rules, as amended, shall take effect on the date of their posting on the Humans
Website. Humans and UPAY have the right to unilaterally modify these Rules, prolong or cancel
the Promotion by giving notice by posting the relevant notice on the Humans Website. The date
of notification shall be the date the relevant information is posted on the Humans Site. The
Rules shall be deemed to have been amended and the Promotion shall be deemed to have
been lengthened or cancelled from the moment the relevant information is published on the
Humans Website.
3.2.Making transfers in the Humans mobile application by a Participant means full and
unconditional consent to the Rules, which are an offer addressed to individuals.


